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Synaptic potentials originating at distal den-
dritic locations are severely attenuated when
they reach the soma and, thus, are poor at driv-
ing somatic spikes. Nonetheless, distal inputs
convey essential information, suggesting that
such inputs may be important for compartmen-
talized dendritic signaling. Herewe report a new
plasticity rule in which stimulation of distal per-
forant path inputs to hippocampal CA1 pyrami-
dal neurons induces long-term potentiation at
the CA1 proximal Schaffer collateral synapses
when the two inputs are paired at a precise in-
terval. This subthreshold form of heterosynap-
tic plasticity occurs in the absence of somatic
spiking but requires activation of both NMDA
receptors and IP3 receptor-dependent release
of Ca2+ from internal stores. Our results suggest
that direct sensory information arriving at distal
CA1 synapses through the perforant path pro-
vide compartmentalized, instructive signals
that assess the saliency of mnemonic informa-
tion propagated through the hippocampal cir-
cuit to proximal synapses.
INTRODUCTION
Neurons extend complex dendritic arbors at which they
transform the inputs from thousands of synapses to pro-
duce a meaningful output. However, synaptic potentials
initiated along the dendritic tree can be greatly attenuated
and slowed when they arrive at the site of action potential
initiation near the soma due to the passive cable proper-
ties of the dendrites (Gulledge et al., 2005; Williams and
Stuart, 2003). To help compensate for this distortion,
which increases with increasing distance of an input
from the soma, dendrites employ a number of active
mechanisms to boost the amplitude and speed the time866 Neuron 56, 866–879, December 6, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inccourse of synaptic potentials in a distance-dependent
manner, thereby normalizing the integration of synaptic
potentials at the soma (Hausser et al., 2000; Magee,
2000). However, neurons may also exploit the signaling
constraints of their dendritic architecture to perform
unique computations that are adapted to the function of
the circuit in which they are embedded (London and
Hausser, 2005). Here we report a heterosynaptic learning
rule in which the delay caused by the propagation of distal
synaptic potentials along the dendrites of a hippocampal
CA1 pyramidal neuron is used to assess the appropriate
timing of information propagated through the hippocam-
pal circuit that arrives at proximal synapses.
The view that CA1 neurons may exploit their dendritic
architecture to perform computations important for the
hippocampal circuit dates to studies of Ramon y Cajal
(Cajal, 1911), who first demonstrated that information
from the entorhinal cortex arrives at CA1 pyramidal neu-
rons through two main pathways that are segregated to
distinct regions of the apical dendrites (Amaral andWitter,
1989; Steward, 1976). The perforant path inputs, which
provide direct sensory information from the entorhinal
cortex, terminate on the distal CA1 dendrites in stratum
lacunosum-moleculare (SLM). In contrast, the Schaffer
collateral inputs from hippocampal CA3 pyramidal
neurons, which provide indirect information from the ento-
rhinal cortex that has been processed through the hippo-
campal trisynaptic circuit, terminate on more proximal
CA1 dendrites in stratum radiatum (SR). The trisynaptic
path introduces a delay-line architecture so that informa-
tion arising from entorhinal cortex arrives at the distal
CA1 dendrites 10–20 ms prior to the arrival of information
at the proximal CA1 dendrites (Yeckel and Berger, 1990).
This circuitry has led to the postulate that CA1 neurons
compare direct sensory information with memory traces
from associative hippocampal networks (Lisman, 1999),
although the nature of the comparison is unclear.
Several recent studies have provided evidence that the
direct cortical input to CA1 neurons conveys essential
spatial information to the hippocampus (Brun et al.,
2002; Fyhn et al., 2004; Steffenach et al., 2005) that is suf-
ficient for some forms of spatial memory (Brun et al., 2002).
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Schuman, 2004). Moreover, enhanced long-term synaptic
plasticity in this pathway is correlated with enhanced spa-
tial learning (Nolan et al., 2004). The behavioral importance
of the distal synapses, however, contrasts with their weak
influence on the somatic voltage. The excitatory drive of
the distal inputs is reduced by the passive cable proper-
ties of the dendrites, robust feedforward inhibition (Colbert
and Levy, 1993; Empson and Heinemann, 1995; Levy
et al., 1995), and the high levels of expression in the distal
dendrites of ion channels that decrease local membrane
resistance (Lo¨rincz et al., 2002; Magee, 1999; Notomi
and Shigemoto, 2004). Moreover, in vivo single-unit re-
cordings have revealed that the neurons in the superficial
layers of the entorhinal cortex that give rise to the perfo-
rant path fire low-frequency, isolated action potentials
that may not be sufficient for driving somatic spiking in
CA1 (Frank et al., 2001).
The relatively weak influence of the perforant path syn-
apses on somatic output has led to the idea that these dis-
tal inputs primarily serve amodulatory function (Levy et al.,
1998; Sherman andGuillery, 1998). For example, the feed-
forward inhibition driven by strong repetitive stimulation of
distal inputs inhibits the induction of long-term plasticity at
proximal synapses (Colbert and Levy, 1993; Remondes
and Schuman, 2002; Steward et al., 1990). In contrast,
depolarization generated by strong bursts of rhythmic
activity at distal synapses can enhance the induction of
synaptic plasticity at proximal inputs by regulating the tim-
ing and rate of spikes driven by proximal inputs (Buzsa´ki,
2002; Judge and Hasselmo, 2004; Levy et al., 1998). Co-
incident activity at perforant path and Schaffer collateral
synapses has been found to boost the size of distal
EPSP signals arriving at the soma, although the boosting
requires strong repetitive firing of the distal inputs (Ang
et al., 2005; Jarsky et al., 2005).
The strong bursts of PP stimuli required to elicit the
modulatory effects seen in these previous studies are in
contrast to the sparse firing patterns and highly specific
spatial information conveyed by inputs from the entorhinal
cortex (McNaughton et al., 2006). This raises the question
of whether distal modulatory mechanisms exist that are
more consistent with the physiological characteristics of
these inputs. A clue to the nature of one possible modula-
tory function comes from classic (Rall and Rinzel, 1973;
Rinzel and Rall, 1974) and more recent theoretical studies
(Golding et al., 2005) suggesting that individual distal syn-
aptic events, although inefficient at triggering somatic
spikes, can produce significant depolarization in the prox-
imal dendrite. We therefore hypothesized that isolated
distal excitatory inputs may provide precisely timed sub-
threshold signals for compartmentalized computations
at more proximal synapses.
Here we show that the pairing of single distal synaptic
inputs with proximal synaptic events at an interval
matched to the 20 ms timing delay inherent in the hippo-
campal circuit leads to a long-lasting potentiation of prox-
imal CA1 synapses. This form of synaptic enhancement,Nwhich we term input-timing-dependent plasticity (ITDP),
requires activation of NMDA receptors and IP3 receptor-
mediated release of Ca2+ from intracellular stores. Our re-
sults thus suggest that distal synaptic inputs can indirectly
influence somatic output by acting as temporally specific
instructive signals for the induction of plasticity at proximal
synapses. This may provide a mechanism by which CA1
neurons and the hippocampal circuit select and stabilize
mnemonic information that bears the appropriate tempo-
ral relationship to direct sensory input.
RESULTS
Pairing of Proximal and Distal CA1 Inputs Leads
to NMDA Receptor-Dependent Long-Term
Potentiation of the Proximal Inputs
Weobtainedwhole-cell current-clamp recordings of distal
and proximal EPSPs from the soma of CA1 pyramidal neu-
rons in mouse hippocampal slices. Focal extracellular
stimulation in stratum lacunosum moleculare (SLM) and
in stratum radiatum (SR) were used to recruit, respec-
tively, distal perforant path inputs (PP) and proximal
Schaffer collateral (SC) inputs (see Experimental Proce-
dures, schematic in Figure 1A). The two pathways were
stimulated independently (>300 ms apart) to monitor syn-
aptic strength.
To test the interaction of distal and proximal synaptic in-
puts, we first applied pairs of stimuli in which the distal
stimulus preceded the proximal stimulus by 20 ms (de-
fined as a 20 ms interval), matching the expected prop-
agation delay (Yeckel and Berger, 1990). Pairing of small
subthreshold distal and proximal synaptic inputs at this
temporal offset for 90 s at 1 Hz induced a large and sus-
tained potentiation of the proximal Schaffer collateral
EPSPs (3.1 ± 0.3 fold potentiation, n = 12, p < 0.0001,
paired t test; Figures 1 and 2B), with no change in the av-
eragemagnitude of perforant path EPSPs (0.99 ± 0.14 fold
potentiation, p = 0.94, paired t test; Figures 1 and 2C and
Figure S1 available online). We refer to this form of heter-
osynaptic plasticity as associative input-timing-depen-
dent plasticity (ITDP). Importantly, the small EPSPs
evoked during the pairing protocol failed to evoke a so-
matic action potential, indicating that the signal for plastic-
ity occurs below the threshold for somatic output.
The lack of change in distal EPSPs following pairing
suggests that ITDP expression is restricted to proximal
synapses and thus does not represent a cell-wide change
in dendritic excitability. To examine whether the enhance-
ment in the SC EPSP was specific to the paired pathway,
we performed a two-pathway experiment in which a PP
EPSP was paired with one of two independent SC inputs.
We found that the SC EPSP in the paired pathwaywas sig-
nificantly potentiated whereas the SC EPSP in the un-
paired pathway was not enhanced (p > 0.1). However,
there was a trend toward potentiation in the unpaired
pathway (which could indicate either that the two path-
ways were not always fully independent or that a compo-
nent of ITDP lacks synapse specificity; see Figure S2).euron 56, 866–879, December 6, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 867
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Distal Inputs Induce LTP at Proximal CA1 SynapsesFigure 1. Pairing of Perforant Path and
Schaffer Collateral Inputs to a CA1
Neuron Induces Input-Timing-Dependent
Plasticity of the Schaffer Collateral
EPSPs
(A) Schematic of experimental setup. Whole-
cell recordings were obtained from the soma
of CA1 pyramidal neurons. One stimulating
electrode was placed in the middle third of
stratum radiatum (SR), the site of Schaffer col-
lateral (SC) synapses, and one stimulating
electrode was placed in the inner half of stra-
tum lacunosum-moleculare (SLM), the site of
perforant path (PP) synapses.
(B) EPSPs in response to PP (distal) and SC
(proximal) stimulation. Each trace shows the
average of several EPSPs. Left (before pairing),
PP or SC EPSPs obtained at the end of the
baseline period. Middle (during pairing), two
superimposed paired PP and SC EPSPs
elicited during a 20 ms pairing protocol (SC
stimulation occurs 20 ms after PP stimulation).
The smaller EPSP pair (dotted trace) was
recorded during the middle third of the 90 s,
1 Hz ITDP pairing protocol. The larger EPSP
pair was elicited at the end of the pairing proto-
col (solid trace). Right (after pairing), PP or SC
EPSPs elicited after the pairing protocol. Scale
bars: 2 mV, 100 ms.
(C and D) Time course of the PP (C) and SC (D) EPSPs during the entire experiment. Open symbols show fold change in peak amplitude of individual
EPSPs; filled symbols show boxcar averages of fold change in EPSP amplitude during 1min (six stimuli) windows. Arrow indicates start of 90 s pairing
protocol.Wenext assessed the dependence of ITDPon the timing
interval between the paired PP and SC stimuli (Figure 2).
There was a sharp drop off in potentiation for pairing inter-
vals surrounding the ideal20ms interval. Indeed, we ob-
served a small depression in Schaffer collateral EPSPs at
the other timing intervals and a highly significant depen-
dence of potentiation upon pairing interval (ANOVA [inter-
val], F = 12.04, p < 0.0001; Figure 2A). Importantly, the po-
tentiation at the 20 ms interval was highly significant
when compared with the small depression at the inverse
+20 ms pairing interval in which the proximal afferents
were stimulated 20 ms before distal afferents (p < 0.0005).
The timing of ITDP and its independence from somatic
action potential firing differ strikingly from the more classi-
cal Hebbian forms of plasticity previously characterized
for the Schaffer collateral synapses, such as spike-tim-
ing-dependent plasticity (STDP) (Dan and Poo, 2004). In
STDP, the presynaptic cell must fire an action potential
to elicit an EPSP prior to a strong associative depolariza-
tion of the postsynaptic cell (e.g., an action potential); that
is, activity in the presynaptic cell must be causal for activ-
ity in the postsynaptic cell (Hebb, 1949). In contrast, an ac-
tive Schaffer collateral synapse is potentiated by the ITDP
protocol only if it is preceded (by a 20 ms interval) by ac-
tivation of the postsynaptic CA1 cell by a distal EPSP.
Thus, ITDP implements a predictive learning rule function-
ally distinct from STDP.
The dependence of Hebbian plasticity on timing interval
is thought to reflect the properties of NMDA receptors,868 Neuron 56, 866–879, December 6, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Incwhich require that the membrane must be depolarized
while the receptors are activated by glutamate to expel
Mg2+ and permit Ca2+ influx. Does ITDP also require acti-
vation of NMDA receptors, even though its timing depen-
dence is the opposite of STDP? Indeed, ITDP was com-
pletely suppressed when the pairing protocol (20 ms
time window) was applied with NMDARs blocked by
50 mM D-APV (Figure 2E). We explored the mechanism
for the reversed timing dependence of ITDP in a computa-
tional model discussed below (see Figure 7).
ITDP Requires Activation of Distal AMPA
and NMDA Receptors but Is Independent
of Inhibitory Synaptic Transmission
Distal stimulation could recruit proximal LTP through the
activation of nonglutamatergic modulatory inputs whose
axons pass through the SLM region of CA1 (Otmakhova
and Lisman, 1999, 2000). To distinguish between the im-
portance of modulatory inputs versus the perforant path
glutamatergic inputs, we locally applied CNQX (a blocker
of AMPA receptors) and D-APV to distal synapses in SLM
to block their ionotropic glutamate receptors (Figure 3).
We first verified that the local application of these inhibi-
tors was effective in selectively blocking fast glutamater-
gic transmission at distal synapses while sparing glu-
tamatergic synaptic transmission at proximal Schaffer
collateral synapses (Figures 3B and 3C). Importantly, local
application of the antagonists to distal synapses also
blocked the ability of the pairing protocol to induce ITDP.
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Distal Inputs Induce LTP at Proximal CA1 SynapsesFigure 2. ITDP Is Precisely Tuned to Tim-
ing Interval and Requires NMDA Recep-
tor Activation
(A) Summary data showing effects on the SC
EPSP amplitude of PP + SC pairing protocols
using variable timing intervals. The average
fold change in EPSP measured 15–20 min after
pairing protocol is plotted versus pairing inter-
val, defined as the time of PP stimulation minus
the time of SC stimulation during pairing; nega-
tive values reflect stimulation of the PP prior to
stimulation of the SC pathway. Open circles
show data from individual experiments. Filled
circles showaverages of points binned in 10ms
intervals (only bins with data are plotted). All
pairing protocols applied for 90 s at 1 Hz.
(B) Time course of average SCEPSP size during
pairingwith20ms interval (n=12slices). EPSP
amplitude was normalized to the average EPSP
prior to pairing. Data from different experiments
were averaged at each time point and then
binned in a boxcar average (1 min window).
(C) Time course of average PPEPSP size during
pairing with20 ms interval (n = 12).
(D) Time course of SC EPSP size during pairing
with +20 ms interval (n = 6).
(E) Time course of SC EPSP size during pairing
with 20 ms interval in presence of 50 mM
D-APV (n = 6).
Error bars in (A)–(E) show SEM.(Figures 3C and 3D). Since application of the blockers in
SLM should not alter the direct firing of any modulatory
axons in response to the distal stimulus, we conclude
that ITDP requires the specific activation of distal glutama-
tergic inputs.
In addition to activating the perforant path inputs from
entorhinal cortex, distal stimulation also recruits strong
feedforward GABAergic inhibition. Thus, we wondered
whether ITDP could result from a change in inhibitory
transmission (Wo¨hrl et al., 2007). However, when the opti-
mal pairing protocol was delivered in the presence of
SR95531 (1 mM) and CGP55845 (2 mM), which block
GABAA and GABAB receptors, respectively, we still ob-
served a normal-sized ITDP (Figure 3D), supporting the
specific role of distal glutamatergic transmission.
Pairing of Distal and Proximal Inputs Induces ITDP
without Recruiting a Dendritic Spike
How does the distal glutamatergic EPSP interact with the
proximal EPSP to induce ITDP? The importance of NMDA
receptor activation suggests that the depolarization due to
the distal EPSP may sum with the local EPSP at proximal
synapses to relieve Mg2+ block of the NMDA receptors,
thus enhancing Ca2+ influx into the proximal spine to in-
duce synaptic plasticity. However, in contrast to ITDP,
most forms of NMDAR-dependent long-term potentiation
at Schaffer collateral synapses require somatic spiking or
strong somatic depolarization. Might the ITDP protocol
elicit local spikes in the proximal dendrites that do not
propagate to the soma, as previously observed during
the induction of LTP at distal inputs using tetanic stimula-Ntion (Golding et al., 2002)? To determine whether ITDP
requires dendritic spiking, we performed whole-cell
patch-clamp recordings from the trunk of the apical den-
drite, at distances up to 200 mm from the soma, approach-
ing the outer third of SR (Figures 4A and 4B).
Stimulation of individual proximal inputs or paired prox-
imal and distal inputs produced local depolarizing re-
sponses in the dendrites of 820 mV, several fold larger
than those typically recorded in the soma. However, these
responses were always subthreshold; dendritic spikes
were never observed during paired stimulation of distal
and proximal synapses for awide range of pairing intervals
(Figure 4D). Although subthreshold, the paired distal and
proximal EPSPs did summate to enhance the peak depo-
larization over that produced by the proximal EPSP alone
(Figures 4D and 4E). Interestingly, maximal summation
was observed using an interstimulus interval of 20 ms,
the same interval that produced ITDP, although the curve
relating EPSP size to pairing interval was broader than that
of ITDP.
The lack of dendritic spiking during the pairing of distal
and proximal inputs does not reflect a general lack of ex-
citability of the mouse CA1 neuron dendrites. Thus, we
were able to detect both backpropagating dendritic action
potentials in response to direct depolarizing current injec-
tions (Figure 4C) as well as putative dendritic spikes in
response to repetitive SC stimulation (Figures 4F and
4G). Moreover, in Ca2+ imaging experiments, we observed
large Ca2+ transients in both proximal and distal dendrites
in response to strong bursts of proximal or distal synaptic
stimulation. Importantly, such dendritic Ca2+ ‘‘spikes’’euron 56, 866–879, December 6, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 869
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Distal Inputs Induce LTP at Proximal CA1 SynapsesFigure 3. ITDP Requires Activation of Glutamate Receptors at Perforant Path Inputs to CA1 Neurons
(A) Schematic of setup for PP + SC ITDP experiment testing effects of local blockade of distal fast glutamatergic synaptic transmission. A large patch
pipette filledwith APV (50 mM) andCNQX (10 mM)was placed in SLMnear the expected location of the distal dendritic arbor of the patch-clampedCA1
cell. Blockers were puffed onto the slice in this region for the final 2.5 min of the baseline period and during the PP + SC pairing protocol (20 ms
interval), after which blocker application was stopped.
(B) Representative experiment showing that perforant path EPSPs (bottom traces) were reversibly blocked during local application of antagonists
(middle trace) whereas Schaffer collateral EPSPs (top traces) were unaffected, providing a check of the efficacy and specificity of the restricted
blocker application. Scale bars: 2 mV, 100 ms.
(C) Time course of fold change in amplitude of Schaffer collateral EPSPs (top graph) and perforant path EPSPs (bottom graph) during ITDP experiment
with20 ms pairing interval delivered during local application of glutamate receptor blockers to distal synapses. Bars show duration of application of
CNQX + D-APV. Arrow shows time of delivery of 90 s pairing protocol. (Top) Distal perfusion of CNQX and D-APV does not affect the SC EPSP but
blocks the enhancement of the SC EPSP elicited by the ITDP pairing protocol. (Bottom) The PP EPSP is transiently blocked by distal application of
inhibitors and then slowly recovers upon drug wash out.
(D) Summary data showing that distal CNQX plus D-APV blocks ITDP, whereas global bath application of GABAA and GABAB receptor blockers does
not inhibit ITDP. Bars show magnitude of ITDP under control conditions, when pairing was performed during local CNQX plus D-APV perfusion or
during bath application of CGP55845 (2 mM) and SR95531 (1 mM) to block GABAA and GABAB receptors, respectively.
Error bars show SEM.were not elicited in either the proximal or distal dendrites
during the relativelyweak ITDPpairingprotocol (FigureS3).
Thus, ITDP does not require large, forward- or backpropa-
gating dendritic spikes, in contrast to other forms of long-
term potentiation in the hippocampus (Bi and Poo, 1998;
Golding et al., 2002; Magee and Johnston, 1997).
Pairing of Distal and Proximal Inputs Enhances
the Ca2+ Transient at Proximal Dendritic Spines
The lack of pairing-induced dendritic action potentials rai-
ses the question as to whether a subthreshold interaction
between distal and proximal EPSPs during the pairing
protocol might be capable of enhancing the proximal
spine Ca2+ transient for the induction of ITDP. We exam-
ined this possibility using two-photon microscopy to
image Ca2+ at single spines on proximal dendrites in re-
sponse to distal and proximal synaptic stimulation (Fig-
ure 5). We first identified proximal spines that were directly
activated in response to Schaffer collateral stimulation
based on the presence of a Ca2+ transient localized to
the spine head. The Ca2+ transient in the active spine was
significantly greater than the Ca2+ transient in the neigh-
boring dendritic shaft or in neighboring spines (Figure S4)
and showed probabilistic successes and failures in re-
sponse to successive single Schaffer collateral inputs
(Figure S5). Such properties indicate that the Ca2+ tran-
sients resulted from activation of that spine’s own synap-
tic input and were not caused by a local dendritic spike.870 Neuron 56, 866–879, December 6, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier IncA single proximal stimulus elicited a sizable Ca2+ tran-
sient with a mean peak fluorescence increase (DG/R 3
100%, see Experimental Procedures) of 77.2% ± 23.0%
(n = 3). In contrast, proximal spines showed no Ca2+ re-
sponse to a brief burst of distal synaptic stimulation
(data not shown). We next delivered isolated pairs of distal
and proximal stimuli at different interstimulus intervals
(Figures 5B–5D). Delivery of a single pair of PP and SC
stimuli at a pairing interval of +20 ms elicited a spine
Ca2+ transient whose amplitude (100% ± 15.7%; n = 5)
was not significantly different from the transient caused
by a single SC stimulus (p = 0.45). In contrast, when
a pair of PP and SC stimuli were applied at a 20 pairing
interval, the Ca2+ transient was markedly increased to
a value of 155.98% ± 13.75%. On average, the peak
Ca2+ transient elicited by stimuli paired at the 20 ms in-
terval was 65.9% ± 13.9% greater than the transient eli-
cited with the +20 ms interval (p < 0.0005, paired t test).
The Ca2+ transient at the 20 ms pairing interval was
also significantly greater than the transient elicited with
a 30 ms pairing interval, whose peak DG/R value was
97.65%± 23.81% (p < 0.05 relative to the20ms interval;
Figures 5C and 5D). Finally, the vast majority of the spine
Ca2+ transient was blocked by 50 mM D-APV (Figure 5E),
indicating the importance of NMDARs and consistent
with the pharmacology of ITDP.
These results clearly demonstrate that an NMDA recep-
tor-dependent Ca2+ signal evoked by a SC synaptic input.
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Dendritic Spikes in Stratum Radiatum
(A) Schematic of dendritic recording experi-
ments.
(B) Representative epifluorescence image of
cell filled with Alexa 594 (25 mM) during whole-
cell recording from a CA1 neuron dendrite.
Scale bar: 20 mm.
(C) Example current-clamp response to depo-
larizing and hyperpolarizing dendritic current
steps. A suprathreshold depolarizing current
step elicits somatic spikes, identified by their
characteristic sharp inflection (inset) (Golding
and Spruston, 1998), that backpropagate into
the dendrite. Scale bars: 20 mV, 0.5s.
(D) Voltage recorded in thedendrite in response
to stimulation of distal and proximal inputs at
intervals of 40 (cyan), 20 (black), or +20 ms
(magenta). Stimulus intensities were matched
to those used during ITDP pairing protocol.
Pairing was limited to a few stimuli to prevent
induction of ITDP. Scale bars: 5 mV, 20 ms.
(E) Average fold summation for the proximal
EPSP (peak amplitude of paired EPSP divided by peak amplitude of proximal EPSP alone) across a range of pairing intervals. Error bars show SEM.
(F andG) Putative proximal dendritic spikes elicitedby strongbursts of proximal synaptic stimulation.Dendritic voltage responses to ten stimuli applied
at 100Hz toSC inputswith increasing stimulus current. (F) Example of dendritic spikes observed inSRclose to the soma (inner third of SR,75mmfrom
soma). (G) Spikes in SR dendrites near the SR-SLMborder (250 mm from soma). At all dendritic locations, fast and large spikes evokedwith SC burst
stimulation were apparent. Scale bars: 20 mV, 50 ms.in a proximal spine can be significantly enhanced by an
appropriately timed distal EPSP. Since the enhancement
of the proximal Ca2+ transient occurs in response to a sin-
gle pair of stimuli separated by only 20 ms, the enhance-
ment probably is too rapid to be mediated by a biochemi-
cal signaling cascade. Rather, as suggested by the
computational model discussed below, the enhancement
in spine Ca2+ is likely to involve the temporal summation of
the SC and PP EPSPs, leading to the depolarization-
dependent relief of Mg2+ block of the NMDA receptors
at the proximal spines. Moreover, the finding that the
enhancement in the spine Ca2+ transient depends on pair-
ing interval in amanner similar to that of ITDP strongly sug-
gests that this NMDAR-dependent Ca2+ signal is impor-
tant for the induction of ITDP (Figure 2A).
Pairing of Two SC Inputs Fails to Induce ITDP
or to Potentiate Ca2+ Influx at Proximal Spines
Do the distal inputs make a specific contribution to ITDP?
We examined this question by determining whether sub-
threshold pairing of two Schaffer collateral inputs could
induce a similar form of plasticity (schematic in Figure 6A).
In fact, repeated pairing of two SC inputs at a 20 ms pair-
ing interval failed to induce long-term changes in synaptic
efficacy (Figures 6B–6D). The lack of plasticity could
reflect the fact that the 20 ms pairing interval is subopti-
mal for temporal integration of two proximal EPSPs. We
therefore repeated the pairing protocol using a 5 ms in-
terval, which, according to our calculations using a realis-
tic computer model (Poirazi et al., 2003), falls within the
0–10 ms timing window required for maximal summation
of proximal inputs (see also Figure S6). Nonetheless,Neven when we paired subthreshold SC inputs at an opti-
mal 5 ms interval, we failed to induce any significant po-
tentiation (Figure 6D; 1.21 ± 0.08 and 1.22 ± 0.10 fold
change, respectively; ANOVA [interval] F = 1.98, p =
0.16). These results thus suggest that ITDP requires
a specific interaction between distal and proximal excit-
atory inputs.
The lack of ITDP with paired subthreshold SC inputs is
surprising, as dendritic recordings indicate that paired
proximal EPSPs should produce a similar or greater den-
dritic depolarization than optimally paired distal and prox-
imal EPSP (data not shown). To probe the reason for the
failure of SC-SC pairing to induce ITDP, we examined
whether pairing of subthreshold SC inputs could enhance
the proximal spine Ca2+ transient, similar to the effect of
pairing PP and SC inputs seen above (Figure 5). However,
pairing of two SC inputs (only one of which elicited a Ca2+
transient in the spine that was imaged) at a variety of inter-
vals failed to enhance the Ca2+ transient at the imaged
spine (Figures 6E–6G). This finding supports the view
that the enhancement in spine Ca2+ transient during
PP-SC pairing plays an important role in the induction of
ITDP. Moreover, because the PP-SC pairing-induced en-
hancement in the spine Ca2+ transient is likely to depend
on the summation of the PP and SC EPSP waveforms
(see above), the inability of the SC EPSP to enhance the
Ca2+ transient at an independent SC synapse implies
that optimal integration may require the slower voltage
waveform associated with a PP EPSP relative to a SC
EPSP (Figure S7). We next use a simple computational
model to explore the mechanism underlying the pairing-
dependent enhancement in spine Ca2+.euron 56, 866–879, December 6, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 871
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Distal Inputs Induce LTP at Proximal CA1 SynapsesFigure 5. Two-Photon Ca2+ Imaging dur-
ing Synaptic Pairing
(A) Structural fluorescence image (Alexa 594) of
a proximalCA1dendritewith superimposedpo-
sition of linescan used to obtain data plotted in
(B). White arrowhead indicates the active spine.
(B) Example optical linescan recordings from
activated spine. Upper panel shows spine
Fluo-5F (Ca2+) fluorescence intensity as a func-
tion of time (same as graph) during a single
pairing of distal and proximal inputs at
a 20 ms interval (top trace) or a +20 ms inter-
val (bottom trace). Arrowheads indicate time of
SC and PP stimulation. Bottom graph plots the
change in Ca2+ fluorescence signal as mea-
sured by DG/R3 100% for the 20 ms (black)
and +20 ms (gray) intervals. Three to five line-
scans were averaged and smoothed (Sa-
vitzky-Golay, 9.17 ms window).
(C) Peak spine Ca2+ transients (DG/R3 100%)
plotted against the interstimulus interval for
PP-SC pairing (n = 7–9). Individual, paired
results from single spines for the 20 and +20
ms interval are shown as open symbols (gray
lines), andmean responses are plotted as filled symbols (black) with standard error bars. Mean data are plotted for30,20, +20, and +30ms pairing
intervals.
(D) Enhancement (defined as [{max(DG2/R2)  max(DG1/R1)}/max(DG1/R1)] 3 100%; where max refers to peak Ca2+ transient) of the Ca2+ transient
using a20 ms pairing interval as compared to +20 and30 ms intervals. Both the20/+20 comparison (p < 0.0005, paired t test) and the20/30
comparison (p = 0.04, unpaired t test) were significantly different.
(E) Application of 50 mM D-APV reduced spine Ca2+ transients in response to SC stimulation alone by 65% (n = 3).
Error bars show SEM.A Computational Model Explains the Efficacy
and Timing Dependence by which Distal EPSPs
Facilitate Ca2+ Influx through NMDARs
at a Proximal Synapse
How does the pairing of a distal EPSP with a proximal
EPSP enhance the proximal Ca2+ transient? Why is the
optimal timing dependence for induction of ITDP and the
enhancement of the proximal spine Ca2+ signal the re-
verse of the Hebbian timing dependence of STDP despite
the shared involvement of NMDA receptors? Why does
pairing of two SCEPSPs fail to enhance the proximal spine
Ca2+ signal or induce ITDP? To gain insight into these
questions, we implemented a simplified computational
model of a proximal dendritic spine, including a detailed
kinetic model of the NMDA receptor, the voltage-depen-
dent relief of its block by Mg2+ (Kampa et al., 2004), and
the resultant rise in spine Ca2+ concentration due to the
NMDAR-mediated Ca2+ influx (Sabatini et al., 2002; see
Experimental Procedures).
We first used the model to examine the STDP induction
protocol, in which a fast dendritic excitatory conductance
similar to a proximal input is paired with a voltage wave-
form similar to a backpropagating action potential (bAP).
Maximal temporal integration of the two signals occurred
when the bAP rapidly followed (within 5 ms) the EPSP,
rather than when it preceded the EPSP (Figure 7A1). The
temporal integration enhanced the voltage-dependent re-
lief of Mg2+ block of the NMDAR, which enhanced the
NMDAR-dependent ionic current (Figure 7B1) and resul-
tant spine Ca2+ transient (Figure 7C1). By contrast, when872 Neuron 56, 866–879, December 6, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Incwe examined a protocol used to induce ITDP, in which
we paired a fast proximal EPSP with a slower voltage
waveform similar to a PP EPSP, maximal temporal inte-
gration (Figure 7A2), NMDAR current (Figure 7B2), and
spine Ca2+ (Figure 7C2) occurred when the PP EPSP pre-
ceded the proximal input, similar to the timing depen-
dence of ITDP. We observed a similar timing dependence
using a morphologically accurate model of a CA1 pyrami-
dal neuron (Figure S6). Finally, pairing a SC input with
a second SC input using a fast, transient EPSP waveform
produced maximal temporal summation (Figure 7A3), en-
hancement in the NMDAR current (Figure 7B3), and spine
Ca2+ (Figure 7C3) at positive pairing intervals but had little
effect at negative pairing intervals. Importantly, themagni-
tude of the enhancement in the Ca2+ signal with SC-SC
pairing, even at the optimal interval, was significantly
less than that observed with PP-SC pairing, consistent
with the lack of significant Ca2+ enhancement or ITDP
with SC-SC pairing.
These results help explain several important aspects of
ITDP versus STDP. First, the rapid time course of a bAP
limits its effectiveness in summating with a SC EPSP to
when the bAP follows the EPSP (with a temporal offset de-
termined by the kinetics of the NMDA receptor; Kampa
et al., 2004), explaining the Hebbian timing dependence
of STDP. Second, the slow rising phase of the PP EPSP
when it reaches a proximal spine, due in part to dendritic
filtering, restricts the time window for its optimal tempo-
ral summation with a SC EPSP to when the PP EPSP
precedes the SC input by 20 ms, accounting for the.
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Distal Inputs Induce LTP at Proximal CA1 SynapsesFigure 6. ITDP Specifically Requires Activation of Perforant Path Inputs to CA1 Neurons
(A) Schematic of experiment in which two SC pathways were stimulated. Stimulus intensities were adjusted so that paired responses were sub-
threshold.
(B) Representative EPSPs from two independent SCpathways before, during, and after pairing for 90 s at 1 Hz using a20ms interval (defined as time
of SC1 – time of SC2). Scale bars: 4 mV, 100 ms.
(C) Time course of EPSPs elicited by the two SC stimuli during the pairing experiment shown in (B).
(D) Fold change in EPSP amplitude induced by pairing protocols with intervals of 5 ms or 20 ms. Mean values shown as large circles; individual ex-
periments shown as small circles. A small, reciprocal potentiation is observed in the 5 ms pairing condition that is not statistically significant. Note:
pairing SC inputs at a 0 ms interval leads to a suprathreshold response that induces LTP (data not shown). Error bars show SEM.
(E–G) Results from Ca2+ imaging experiments during SC-SC pairing. (E) Examples of individual EPSPs (left) elicited by stimulating two SC pathways
and their summed responses at 5 ms and 20 ms interstimulus intervals (right). Scale bars: 0.1 s, 5 mV. (F) Average Ca2+ transients recorded at a prox-
imal spine for the experiment shown in (E). Responses at the 20, 5, and +20 ms pairing intervals were indistinguishable. Scale bars: 20% DG/R,
0.2 s. (G) Population data for a set of proximal pairing experiments at three different pairing intervals (n = 6). No significant differences between time
points were detected. Error bars show SEM.non-Hebbian timing dependence of ITDP. Third, the supe-
riority of the PPEPSP relative to the SCEPSP in enhancing
NMDAR current and spine Ca2+ at a proximal synapse
is due to the prolonged depolarization produced by sum-
mation of the PP and SC EPSPs, which leads to a more
prolonged relief of Mg2+ block of the NMDAR.
Ca2+ Release from Internal Stores Is Required
for ITDP and the Pairing-Induced Enhancement
in Spine Ca2+ Transient
The model presented above provides evidence that un-
der certain conditions slow temporally integrated wave-
forms may preferentially enhance local calcium entry at
the synapse. However, the 33% enhancement seen in
the model cannot fully explain the larger 65% increase
in Ca2+ signal during the 20 ms pairing interval at prox-
imal synapses. We therefore explored the possibility that
enhanced Ca2+ influx through the NMDARs during pairing
may be amplified through the release of Ca2+ from intra-Necellular stores, a process that has been implicated in
other forms of synaptic plasticity that are induced by
relatively sparse, low-frequency synaptic activation (Doi
et al., 2005; Emptage et al., 2001; Miyata et al., 2000;
Wang et al., 2000).
To examine the importance of intracellular Ca2+ stores
for the pairing-dependent enhancement in spine Ca2+,
we repeated the pairing protocol in the presence of cyclo-
piazonic acid (CPA), an inhibitor of the smooth endoplas-
mic reticulum Ca2+ (SERCA) pump that depletes the
stores of Ca2+. Indeed, addition of CPA caused a signifi-
cant inhibition in the ability of synaptic pairing to enhance
the Ca2+ transient (Figures 8A–8C). Thus, in the presence
of CPA, the Ca2+ transient elicited with the20 ms pairing
interval was now only 33.2% ± 6.6% greater than the tran-
sient elicited using the +20 ms interval, half as large as the
66% increase observed above with intact Ca2+ stores
(Figures 8B and 8C, p < 0.05, unpaired t test) but in
good agreement with the increase in spine Ca2+ due touron 56, 866–879, December 6, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 873
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Distal Inputs Induce LTP at Proximal CA1 SynapsesFigure 7. Simulation of NMDA Receptor Currents at a Proximal Synapse Predicts the Timing Dependence of ITDP
A simple, three-compartment model (‘‘Model 1’’ in Experimental Procedures) was used to simulate the effect of injected voltage waveforms on the
EPSC at a representative proximal synapse. Current was injected into the dendritic shaft to simulate input from a backpropagating action potential
(‘‘bAP’’; [A1–C1]), distal synaptic input (‘‘PP’’; [A2–C2]), or independent proximal synaptic input (‘‘SC’’; [A3–C3]).
(A1–A3) Spine head voltage traces. (A1) bAP waveforms were injected either 5 ms before (magenta) or 5 ms after (cyan) start of proximal EPSP to
simulate key intervals typically used to induce STDP. Dashed black trace shows unpaired spine EPSP. (A2) PP waveforms were injected either
20 ms before (magenta) or 20 ms after (cyan) the proximal EPSP to simulate intervals used to induce ITDP. (A3) SC waveforms were injected at
intervals of 20 ms (solid traces) and 5 ms (dotted traces) before (magenta) and after (cyan) independent proximal EPSP. Dashed black trace shows
unpaired EPSP.
(B1–B3) NMDA-receptor mediated synaptic currents in spine head during negative (magenta) and positive pairing intervals (cyan) associated with
voltage traces in (A1)–(A3). Dashed black trace shows unpaired NMDAR EPSC.
(C1–C3) Spine [Ca2+] as a function of time in response to the different pairing protocols, calculated by convolving the NMDA receptor current with the
impulse response of the intracellular calcium transient (Sabatini et al., 2002; see Experimental Procedures). The spine [Ca2+] signal during pairing was
normalized by the peak [Ca2+] with an unpaired EPSP (shaded regions). (Insets) Ratio of the peak [Ca2+] in response to a given stimulus pair divided by
the peak [Ca2+] in response to the proximal EPSC alone plotted against the pairing interval.influx through the NMDARs predicted from our modeling
results. This reduction during pairing is detectable despite
a trend of CPA to increase the amplitude and time con-
stant of decay of the Ca2+ transients at all intervals (Fig-
ure 8D), an effect expected from the blockade of Ca2+
reuptake into internal stores by the SERCA pump.
Does the release of Ca2+ from intracellular stores also
contribute to ITDP? We first examined the effects of
CPA or thapsigargin, another inhibitor of the SERCA
pump and store release. Application of either inhibitor874 Neuron 56, 866–879, December 6, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Incwas highly effective in blocking the induction of ITDP (Fig-
ures 8E–8G). In contrast, CPA did not block homosynaptic
STDP evoked by pairing Schaffer collateral stimulation
with the firing of postsynaptic action potentials in the
CA1 neuron (Figure 8H), consistent with previous results
(Nishiyama et al., 2000). Production of biochemical signals
necessary for release of calcium from intracellular stores
often depends on signaling through metabotropic gluta-
mate receptors (mGluRs), as reported previously for other
forms of plasticity (Anwyl, 1999; Berridge, 1998; Ito, 2001;.
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Distal Inputs Induce LTP at Proximal CA1 SynapsesFigure 8. Inhibitors of Ca2+ Signaling through Intracellular Stores Block ITDP but Not STDP and Reduce the Pairing-Dependent
Enhancement in Spine Ca2+
(A) Schematic of experimental setup.
(B) Representative fluorescent linescan images (top) and plots of spine Ca2+ transients (bottom) during pairing of PP and SC inputs at a 20 ms in-
terval (top image; black) or +20 ms interval (bottom image; gray) in the presence of CPA (1 mM). Arrowheads indicate time of SC and PP stimulation.
(C) Mean enhancement of Ca2+ transients with pairing at the 20 ms interval relative to the +20 ms interval. CPA significantly reduced the enhance-
ment of the Ca2+ transient (p < 0.05, unpaired t test).
(D) The time constant of decay of the spine Ca2+ transient is significantly increased in the presence of CPA (p < 0.05, unpaired t test).
(E) Representative perforant path and Schaffer collateral EPSPS before, during, and after the 20 ms ITDP pairing protocol delivered in presence of
0.01% DMSO (control, [E1]) or 1 mM thapsigargin (E2). Scale bars: 5 mV, 100 ms.
(F) Time course of fold change in SC EPSP peak amplitude during individual pairing experiments in DMSO (F1) or thapsigargin (THAP; [F2]).
(G andH) Summary of effects of antagonists of Ca2+ signaling on ITDP (G) or STDP (H). (G) Average fold change in EPSP amplitude when20ms ITDP
pairing protocol was delivered: (1) under control conditions (CNTRL, n = 23); (2) during blockade of group I mGluRs with 20 mM MPEP and 100 mM
LY367385 (n = 7); (3) during bath application of THAP (1 mM, gray circles, n = 7) or cyclopiazonic acid (CPA; 1 mM, open circles, n = 4) (the CPA and
THAP results were obtained from separate experiments but combined into a single bar); (4) in presence of intracellular heparin (HEPARIN; 400 U/mL,
n = 9), an IP3 receptor antagonist; and (5) in presence of intracellular ruthenium red (RUTH RED, 30 mM, n = 3), a ryanodine receptor antagonist. (H)
Average fold change in SC EPSP amplitude during spike-timing-dependent plasticity (STDP) in presence of DMSO (closed circles, n = 6) or CPA
(1 mM, open circles, n = 6). STDP was induced by pairing SC EPSPs (1 Hz, 90 stimuli) with a brief, suprathreshold current pulse (2 nA, 2 ms) at
a +5 ms offset.
Error bars show SEM.Okubo et al., 2004). Indeed, we found that blockade of
group I mGluRs (mGluR1 and mGluR5) was also effective
in blocking the induction of ITDP (Figure 8G).
CPA and thapsigargin inhibit both IP3 receptor-medi-
ated Ca2+ release as well as Ca2+-induced Ca2+ release
from stores through ryanodine receptors. To distinguish
between these mechanisms, we included in the whole-
cell recording solution either heparin or ruthenium red,Nmembrane-impermeant selective inhibitors of IP3 recep-
tors and ryanodine receptors, respectively. Intracellular
loading with heparin (400 U/mL) significantly reduced
the magnitude of ITDP (1.40 ± 0.11 fold potentiation;
p < 0.01), whereas inclusion of ruthenium red had little ef-
fect (Figure 8G). These results thus support the view that
the induction of ITDP requires the group I mGluR-depen-
dent activation of a phospholipase C-mediated signalingeuron 56, 866–879, December 6, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 875
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2+
from intracellular stores.
The above electrophysiological, computational, and im-
aging results suggest a relatively simple model for how the
interaction between distal and proximal inputs underlies
the induction of ITDP. First, the slowly rising, broad depo-
larization produced by a distal synaptic input maximally
summates with a proximal SC EPSP when distal stimula-
tion precedes proximal stimulation by 20 ms (Figures 4,
and 7 and Figures S6 and S7), leading to a marked in-
crease in Ca2+ influx through NMDA receptors at the prox-
imal Schaffer collateral synapse (Figures 5 and 7). Second,
the enhanced Ca2+ entry then induces the IP3 receptor-
dependent release of Ca2+ from intracellular stores, ampli-
fying the spine Ca2+ signal and leading to the induction of
ITDP (Figure 8). However, the slow depolarization pro-
duced by the distal EPSP, although necessary for induc-
tion of ITDP, may not be sufficient. Thus, we found that
pairing a slow PP-EPSP-like depolarization produced by
direct somatic current injection with a proximal SC EPSP
failed to potentiate the proximal EPSP (Figure S8). This
implies that PP stimulation may also be required to recruit
the mGluR-dependent biochemical signal that is required
for the induction of ITDP.
DISCUSSION
Our data reveal that distal perforant path inputs influence
CA1 neuron activity by providing instructive signals that
induce a heterosynaptic form of subthreshold, long-term
plasticity (ITDP) at more proximal, Schaffer collateral syn-
apses. This form of associative synaptic plasticity repre-
sents a synaptic learning rule that is functionally distinct
from Hebbian forms of synaptic plasticity. Unlike Hebbian
plasticity, ITDP occurs in the absence of a large postsyn-
aptic depolarization or somatic spiking, consistent with
the low level of basal hippocampal activity (Henze et al.,
2000). Moreover, the temporal order of presynaptic and
postsynaptic activity required to induce ITDP, in which
the distal EPSP must precede activation of the Schaffer
collateral inputs, is the opposite of the temporal order re-
quired to induce Hebbian plasticity, in which activity in the
presynaptic cell must precede activity in the postsynaptic
cell. Importantly, the pairing interval for ITDP appears
finely tuned to the expected 20 ms latency of propagated
activity in the hippocampal circuit (Yeckel and Berger,
1990). Finally, the pattern of activity used to induce ITDP
(low-frequency, isolated spikes) is consistent with the fir-
ing properties of superficial entorhinal cortex neurons
(Frank et al., 2001; Fyhn et al., 2004; Hargreaves et al.,
2005) and CA3 neurons (Frerking et al., 2005).
Specific Role of Distal Inputs in the Induction
of ITDP
The finding that perforant path inputs are efficient at in-
ducing ITDP whereas subthreshold proximal inputs are
ineffective could reflect a number of differences between
distal and proximal synapses. For example, the larger876 Neuron 56, 866–879, December 6, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier InNMDA component (Nicholson et al., 2006; Otmakhova
et al., 2002) and distal location of the perforant path inputs
(Gulledge et al., 2005) result in postsynaptic potentials
with a relatively slow time course compared to SC EPSPs.
Our computational modeling indicates that long-lasting
subthreshold depolarizations are particularly effective in
enhancing NMDA receptor-mediated Ca2+ influx. In addi-
tion, the slow time course of the distal EPSP may be well
matched to the kinetic properties of voltage-gated chan-
nels that underlie local nonlinearities responsible for
boosting the Ca2+ signal in proximal oblique branches
(Losonczy andMagee, 2006) and individual spines (Blood-
good and Sabatini, 2007). However, our failure to observe
large voltage nonlinearities in the apical trunk suggests
that local spikes, if they do occur, are likely modest in am-
plitude and fail to forward propagate.
Mechanisms for Boosting Proximal Spine Ca2+
Signals during Induction of ITDP
One surprising feature of ITDP is the relatively large size of
the potentiation that is induced at the proximal synapses,
despite the relatively modest depolarization that the distal
EPSPs produce in the proximal dendrite. Our Ca2+ imag-
ing studies show that the appropriate pairing of distal
and proximal EPSPs also elicits a surprisingly large en-
hancement in the proximal spine Ca2+ transient. Impor-
tantly, we find that this large enhancement is due in part
to a boosting effect caused by Ca2+ release from intracel-
lular stores in the proximal spines. These results are con-
sistent with a number of previous studies that have de-
tected store-dependent Ca2+ signals at proximal CA1
synapses (Emptage et al., 1999, 2001; Nakamura et al.,
1999, 2002, 2000; Raymond and Redman, 2002, 2006;
Svoboda and Mainen, 1999), which can contribute very
rapid Ca2+ transients with a time course similar to what
we report here (Emptage et al., 1999, 2001; Raymond
andRedman, 2002, 2006). The importance of Ca2+ release
from internal stores is further emphasized by our finding
that ITDP is blocked by heparin, an antagonist of IP3 re-
ceptors, as well as by antagonists of group I mGluRs
(mGluR1 and mGluR5), which signal through phospholi-
pase C and recruitment of IP3.
Based on these results, we favor a model in which distal
stimulation produces two effects that are required for the
induction of ITDP. First, the propagation of the distal PP
EPSP to proximal dendrites leads to temporal summation
with the SC EPSP, resulting in relief of Mg2+ block of prox-
imal NMDARs and enhanced Ca2+ entry into proximal
spines. Second, the distal inputs recruit a specific bio-
chemical signal, possibly through activation of distal
group I mGluRs. The interaction of this signal with the en-
hanced spine Ca2+ transient would then induce ITDP.
As discussed above, the enhancement in proximal
spine Ca2+ upon delivery of a single pair of PP and SC
stimuli is probably too rapid to result from the activation
of mGluRs in response to the synaptic pairing at a 20 ms
offset. This suggests that activation of mGluRs over the
slower timescale of the 60–90 s duration of the ITDPc.
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synaptic plasticity. However, we cannot rule out the pos-
sibility that basal levels of mGluR activation (Losonczy
et al., 2003), perhaps due to the spontaneous agonist-in-
dependent activity of the receptor (Losonczy et al.,
2003), might contribute to the pairing-induced enhance-
ment in proximal spine Ca2+. Such basal mGluR activity
could produce a small elevation in resting levels of IP3 (Ab-
dul-Ghani et al., 1996) that thenmight be sufficient to stim-
ulate Ca2+ release through the IP3 receptors during synap-
tic pairing, due to the known synergistic interaction
between IP3 and cytoplasmic Ca
2+ (Berridge, 2002). As
our results do not permit a definitive localization of the bio-
chemical signaling during the induction of ITDP, a chal-
lenging goal in the future will be to identify the nature of
this biochemical messenger.
Function of ITDP in theContext of the Architecture
of a CA1 Pyramidal Neuron and the Hippocampal
Circuit
Although the primary function of dendrites is to integrate
diverse excitatory and inhibitory inputs to trigger an action
potential output from a neuron (Hausser et al., 2000; Lon-
don et al., 2002; Magee, 2000; Williams and Stuart, 2003),
our results suggest that neurons may also exploit the bio-
physical constraints of their dendritic morphology to per-
form unique subthreshold computations. Thus, low-fre-
quency excitation by distal synaptic inputs (Frank et al.,
2001) may play a relatively minor role in the ongoing con-
versation of propagated spiking activity in the hippocam-
pal circuit. Rather, we propose that in addition to driving
somatic spikes in a suprathreshold regime during strong
synaptic activation, isolated distal synaptic inputs can
provide instructive signals for the induction of plasticity
at proximal synaptic inputs in a subthreshold regime.
The coexistence of complementary suprathreshold and
subthreshold forms of plasticity would dramatically in-
crease the computational power of CA1 pyramidal neu-
rons. For example, the indirect influence of distal synaptic
inputs via ITDP may serve to implement a supervised
learning rule that assesses the salience of the transformed
hippocampal input arriving at proximal CA1 synapses,
enhancing the transmission of those signals that bear
the proper temporal relation to the original sensory con-
text conveyed by the direct input from entorhinal cortex.
One striking finding from these experiments is how the
cellular mechanisms for the induction of ITDP appear
finely tuned to match the functional properties of the hip-
pocampal circuit in which this form of synaptic plasticity is
embedded. Thus, the electrotonic architecture and bio-
physical properties of CA1 pyramidal neuron dendrites in-
troduce a timing delay in the propagation of a distal EPSP
to more proximal synapses that matches the temporal dy-
namics of the delay-line architecture in the hippocampal
trisynaptic circuit. The fact that circuits throughout the
brain have defined anatomical arrangements that impose
distinct temporal constraints on signal propagation and
are composed of neurons with unique dendritic architec-Netures and biophysical properties raises the intriguing pos-
sibility that the tuning of cellular plasticity to circuit dynam-
ics may be a more general organizing principle in the
nervous system.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Electrophysiology and Analysis
Horizontal brain slices were prepared from P30–P50 mice. The stan-
dard ACSF had the following composition (mM): NaCl (125), NaH2PO4
(1.25), KCl (2.5), NaHCO3 (25), glucose (25), CaCl2 (2), MgCl2 (1), pyru-
vate (0–2), continuously bubbled with 95%/5%O2/CO2. Patch pipettes
(2.5–5 MU for somatic recordings and 7–10 MU for dendritic record-
ings) were filled with ‘‘intracellular solution’’ containing (mM) KMeSO4
(130), KCl (10), HEPES (10), NaCl (4), EGTA (0.1), MgATP (4), Na2GTP
(0.3), and phosphocreatine (10). Focal stimulating electrodes (patch pi-
pettes coated with AgCl paint and filled with ACSF or 1 M NaCl) were
used to apply single, unipolar shocks of 0.1–0.2 ms in duration using
a constant current stimulator. All experiments were performed at
32C–34C (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures).
The ‘‘fold change’’ in EPSP size in response to induction of plasticity
was determined from the average peak EPSP 15–30min postinduction
divided by the average EPSP prior to the induction protocol. For time
course plots, data were converted to fold change for each experiment
and averaged. A boxcar averagewas then taken of 6 to 12 consecutive
individual responses (1–2 min). All error bars are standard errors of the
population mean or boxcar mean. In most experiments, drugs (from
Sigma or Tocris-Cookson) were added to the bath solution by dilution
from stock solutions (500- to 1000-fold concentrated). In a subset of
experiments, drugs were locally superfused through a patch pipette
touching the surface of the slice in SLM. Statistical tests were per-
formed using Excel (Microsoft, Redmond, WA) and SigmaStat (Systat
Software, Inc., San Jose, CA).
Two-Photon Ca2+ Imaging
Two-photon Ca2+ imaging (BioRad Radiance 2100 MP; Zeiss, Jena,
Germany) in CA1 proximal spines was performed using a preloading
procedure in which the whole-cell pipette was withdrawn 5–7min after
obtaining a whole-cell configuration to minimize washout of synaptic
plasticity (Lamsa et al., 2005). The EGTA in the pipette solution was re-
placed with the low-affinity Ca2+ dye Fluo-5F (500 mM); a structural
dye, Alexa 594 cadaverine (25 mM) (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA), was
also included. The Ca2+-related fluorescence change was expressed
as the ratio: (green fluorescence intensity at a given time minus the
resting green fluorescence intensity) divided by the red fluorescence
intensity, expressed as a percentage (DG/R 3 100%). Further details
are provided in Supplemental Data.
Computational Modeling
Model 1
A simple multicompartment model was implemented in NEURON
(NEURON version 5.9, available at http://www.neuron.yale.edu/
neuron) to simulate a mixed AMPA/NMDA receptor synapse on a den-
dritic spine attached to the shaft through a narrow neck (see Supple-
mental Data for details). Spine [Ca2+] due to influx through the NMDAR
was determined by convolving the NMDAR EPSC with the spine Ca2+
impulse response function (Sabatini et al., 2002).
Model 2
The model previously described by Poirazi and colleagues (Poirazi
et al., 2003) was used to simulate interactions between proximal and
distal synapses in a morphologically reconstructed CA1 dendrite.
Supplemental Data
The Supplemental Data for this article can be found online at http://
www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/56/5/866/DC1/.uron 56, 866–879, December 6, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 877
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